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Abstract

Recent advances in cold atom interferometry have cleared the

path for space applications of quantum inertial sensors, whose

level of stability is expected to increase dramatically with the

longer interrogation times accessible in space. In this study, a

comprehensive in-orbit model is developed for a Mach-Zehnder-

type cold-atom accelerometer. Performance tests are realized un-

der different assumptions, and the impact of various sources of

errors on instrument stability is evaluated. Current and future ad-

vances for space-based atom interferometry are discussed, and

their impact on the performance of quantum sensors on-board

satellite gravity missions is investigated in three different scen-

arios: state-of-the-art scenario, near-future (between the next 5

and 10 years) and far-future scenarios (between the next 10 to 20

years). We show that one can achieve a sensitivity level close

to 5×10−10m/s2/
√

Hz with the current state-of-the-art techno-

logy. We also estimate that in the near and far-future, atom

interferometry in space is expected to achieve sensitivity levels

of 1×10−11 m/s2/
√

Hz and 1×10−12 m/s2/
√

Hz, respectively. A

roadmap for improvements in atom interferometry is provided that

would maximize the performance of future CAI accelerometers,

considering their technical capabilities. Finally, the possibility and

challenges of having ultra-sensitive atom interferometry in space

for future space missions are discussed.

1 Introduction

1.1 Satellite Gravity Missions

Satellite gravimetry missions monitor the Earth’s gravity field

and its changes over time. Results from previous missions like

GRACE(-FO) contributed to quantifying mass variations related

to climate change Tapley et al. [2019], Humphrey et al. [2023],

Scanlon et al. [2023] and brought new insights into processes of

the Earth’s interior Mandea et al. [2020], Lecomte et al. [2023].

But current solutions of the gravity field provided by these satellite

gravity missions are limited in the very low degrees at C20 and,

for times with only one operational accelerometer on two satel-

lites, even at C30 Loomis et al. [2020]. These coefficients are

thus typically replaced with satellite laser-ranging solutions. The

drift in low frequencies of the electrostatic accelerometers used

limits the gravity field solution. Overall, the spatial resolution is

limited to > (400km)2 for a signal amplitude of 10mm for typical

monthly gravity field solutions. To address the needs of the sci-

entific community, future satellite gravity missions shall target a

resolution of (200km)2 for an amplitude of 10mm equivalent wa-

ter height or even smaller Pail et al. [2015], Wiese et al. [2022].

This would allow, among others, more accurate measurements

of the mass balance of smaller glaciers or sea level changes, as

well as drought or flood predictions on a regional scale. Potential

technologies to overcome current limitations are, for example, im-

provements of electrostatic accelerometers by enhanced readout

schemes Álvarez et al. [2022], Kupriyanov et al. [2024], sensors

based on atom interferometry Lévèque et al. [2009] and combin-

ations of classical and quantum accelerometers in a hybrid con-

figuration Zahzam et al. [2022]. This work focuses on cold atom

interferometry and hybrid concepts.

1.2 Cold Atom Interferometry

Atom interferometry is a promising candidate technology for per-

forming accelerometry in satellites as it allows the realisation of

high-performance inertial sensors with a flat noise spectrum Gei-

ger et al. [2020]. In such sensors, atoms in free fall are used as

test masses. Their acceleration in the satellite frame is precisely
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measured by realizing an atom interferometer with sequences of

laser pulses. Such light-pulse atom interferometers can be imple-

mented in a number of different ways Abend et al. [see 2020, for

an overview], and only a brief introduction based on Kasevich and

Chu [1991] is given here. The atom interferometer is implemen-

ted by three laser pulses acting either as beam splitters or mirror

pulses. These laser pulses consist of two counter-propagating

laser beams, whose frequency difference is tuned in resonance

with a two-photon Raman transition between the two hyperfine

ground states of an alkali atom, 87Rb in our case. The first pulse

of light acts as a beam splitter for matter waves. It places the

atom in a quantum superposition of two wave packets of differ-

ent momenta that spatially separate after the pulse during a time

interval T . A second light pulse inverts the momenta of the two

wave packets. Finally, a beamsplitting pulse closes the interfer-

ometer after a further time interval T . The atom interferometer

phase shift ∆Φ depends on the projection of the acceleration a

experienced by the atoms along the effective optical wave vector

of the laser light keff = k1 −k2 which is the difference between the

optical wave vectors ki of both laser beams. The leading order of

the atom interferometer phase ∆Φ is described by

∆Φ = (2 keff a)T 2 +ΦL (1)

with the acceleration a and keff = |keff| now expressed in the direc-

tion of the counterpropagating laser beams. keff is also related to

the photon momentum transfer induced by the Raman transitions.

When the interferometer is operated in single diffraction, an

arbitrary Raman laser phase ΦL can be added to the last light

pulse to scan the fringe pattern, or to operate the interferometer,

e. g., at mid-fringe as described in HosseiniArani et al. [2022]. In

double diffraction Lévèque et al. [2009], as anticipated for in mi-

crogravity, this can be achieved by shifting the reference mirror’s

position, e. g. with a piezoelectric actuator.

In a satellite setting, the instrument can be used to measure

the non-gravitational accelerations acting on the satellite. A three-

axis instrument could also be implemented for geodesy applica-

tions but in this paper we focus on a single-axis quantum acceler-

ometer oriented in the along-track (X-) direction. Eq. (1) describes

a single-axis accelerometer phase shift in the absence of rotation

of the satellite. A more complete version of this equation including

the first-order effects of rotations is shown in Eq. (3) (section 2.3).

Currently, the technology to operate a quantum accelerometer

in space is still under development. While quantum gravimeters

are available for terrestrial applications, including commercial in-

struments, space applications are in a much more experimental

state. Experiments on sounding rockets demonstrated the gen-

eration of a Bose-Einstein Condensate in space with the MAIUS

Experiment Becker et al. [2018]. The follow up missions MAIUS-

2/3 are planned to perform differential acceleration measurements

between two species of atoms to test the Einstein equivalence

principle Elsen et al. [2023]. Additionally, NASA operates the Cold

Atom Lab (CAL) onboard the International Space Station Aveline

et al. [2020] since 2018 which will be superseded by the Bose

Einstein Condensate and Cold Atom Laboratory Frye et al. [BEC-

CAL; 2021] in the near future. The aforementioned experiments

do not fulfill the requirements of, e. g., volume or power consump-

tion of a satellite platform which is typically used for a gravimetry

mission. The Horizon Europe funded CARIOQA Pathfinder Mis-

sion Preparation project1 aims to build a quantum accelerometer

engineering model. This project has been supplemented in 2024

by the CARIOQA Phase A study2 in order to deploy a quantum

space gravimetry pathfinder mission Lévèque et al. [2022] before

the year 2030.

1.3 Quantum Accelerometers On-board Future Gravi-

metry Missions

According to Eq. (1), the sensitivity of the CAI can be increased

by increasing the interrogation time T . In terrestrial applications,

T is limited by the length of the free fall distance of the atoms,

e. g. up to 300ms for a transportable Freier et al. [2016] and up to

a couple of seconds for stationary instruments Asenbaum et al.

[2020], Schilling et al. [2020]. As atoms and satellites in space

are in free fall, longer separation times T are possible. There, a

quantum accelerometer would allow for monitoring the deviation

from the free fall trajectory resulting from non-gravitational accel-

erations acting on the satellite. A limiting factor on the maximum

achievable interrogation time is then the residual thermal expan-

sion of the atomic cloud.

The potential sensitivity gain allowed by the increase of the

interrogation time up to a few seconds would make CAI accelero-

meters a competitive technology for future satellite gravity mis-

sions Abrykosov et al. [2019]. They indeed provide absolute

measurements and high long-term stability. While this would also

be highly beneficial in a hybridized configuration with classical

sensors (e. g. a relative electrostatic accelerometer (E-ACC)), the

1https://doi.org/10.3030/101081775
2https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/101135075
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present study focuses on the performance of the CAI itself.

HosseiniArani et al. [2022] have shown a Kalman-filter-based

hybridization strategy of an electrostatic accelerometer with the

characteristics of the GRACE-FO mission with a CAI acceler-

ometer based on state-of-the-art technology to create a hybrid

accelerometer on-board a future satellite gravity mission. Hos-

seiniArani et al. [2022] assumes an achievable sensitivity of

1×10−10m/s2/
√

Hz based on an improvement of two order of

magnitudes from ground applications in gravimetry Merlet et al.

[2021] thanks to an extension of the interrogation time to several

seconds. Additionally, the objective of current technology devel-

opments is also at the 10−10 m/s2/
√

Hz level, e. g. in the Horizon

Europe funded CARIOQA-PMP project Lévèque et al. [2022] pre-

paring a demonstration of a quantum accelerometer in space.

In this paper, we will investigate the current and future ad-

vances in atom interferometry and study their impacts on the

performance of quantum sensors on-board future satellite grav-

ity missions. In section 2, we describe our modeling environment

and the theoretical background of the cold atom interferometer

model. In section 3, we discuss the effect of various paramet-

ers on the atom interferometer sensitivity. Finally, in section 4 we

evaluate different atom interferometer configurations for satellite

applications.

2 Modeling

2.1 Orbit Model

We consider a GRACE-like satellite pair in a circular polar or-

bit around the Earth with an altitude of 480 km. The simulation

is implemented in the MATLAB/Simulink-based eXtended High-

Performance satellite dynamics Simulator Wöske et al. [XHPS;

2019] developed by ZARM/DLR. XHPS calculates the orbits of a

GRACE-FO mission scenario under consideration of the Earth’s

gravity field Pavlis et al. [EGM 2008 up to d/o 90; 2012], non-

gravitational forces (atmospheric drag, solar radiation pressure,

Earth albedo and thermal radiation pressure) and the GRACE-

FO satellite geometry. To consider the effect of non-gravitational

forces on the spacecraft, we use a detailed surface model of the

satellite body included in XHPS.

2.2 CAI Accelerometer Signal Model

The highest contribution to the signal of the CAI accelerometer

comes from the non-gravitational accelerations. The phase shift

generated by a constant acceleration signal would be given by

Eq. (1). However, since the non-gravitational acceleration var-

ies during the CAI interrogation time, we use the integration form

of Eq. (1) by considering the sensitivity function as described in

Knabe et al. [2022]. The phase of interferometer Φk at the k-th

cycle is given by

∆Φ = 2 keff

[∫ (k+1) Tc

k Tc

ga,k a(t)dx
]

(2)

where ga,k is the sensitivity of the instrument. It is maximum

at the mid-fridge and minimum at the beginning and end of the

interferometry cycle.

2.3 Modeling of the Rotational Effects

In addition to the phase shift caused by the non-gravitational

signal, we consider rotational contributions to the interferometer

phase, which come from the fact that the satellite rotates about its

cross-track (Y-) axis with a rotation rate of ≈1.1mrad/s to stay in a

nadir-pointing orientation. This rotation creates additional phase

contributions, which depend on the position of the CAI acceler-

ometer inside the satellite and also the direction of its sensitivity

axis.

The largest contribution of this rotation to the phase shift of the

atom interferometer arises from the Coriolis acceleration induced

by the atomic velocity in the radial direction Lévèque et al. [2021].

In addition, there are also Euler and centrifugal contributions.

As discussed in section 1.3, in this study we consider the CAI

accelerometer to be used in combination with E-ACC. Since both

instruments cannot be co-located, placing the E-ACC at the center

of mass of the satellite requires a displacement of the position of

the atoms with respect to the center of mass, resulting in a gravity

gradient and a gravitational pull of the spacecraft’s mass on the

atoms.

The positioning of the CAI accelerometer within the satellite

can play an important role in the achievable sensitivity. Figure 1

compares the different possible positions for the CAI accelero-

meter inside the satellite. Here, the E-ACC is assumed to be at

the center of mass of the satellite while the CAI is shifted from it.

The CAI accelerometer is placed either in front of the E-ACC on

the along-track axis, on top of the E-ACC on the radial axis or next

to the E-ACC on the cross-track axis of the satellite.

In a configuration similar to Fig. 1-a, the centrifugal and Cori-

olis accelerations are in the direction of the sensitivity axis, but the

Euler acceleration is perpendicular and, therefore, is not sensed

3



by the CAI accelerometer. In a configuration similar to Fig. 1-

b, the Coriolis and Euler accelerations are aligned with the CAI

accelerometer sensitivity axis, and the centrifugal acceleration is

perpendicular to it. In configuration b, because of the displace-

ment in the radial direction, the Earth’s gravity gradient imposes

an additional error on the CAI accelerometer. In the third con-

figuration (Fig. 1-c), the centrifugal and Coriolis accelerations are

aligned with the sensitivity axis. However, the centrifugal accel-

eration has a considerably smaller value (close to zero) because

the lever arm is now reduced to a distance close to the movement

of the center of mass. As a consequence, the latest positioning

shows considerable advantages compared to the other two pos-

sible cases.

This phase shift due to the satellite rotation can be calculated

from the following equations Beaufils et al. [2023]:

∆Φ = 2keffT 2[ax +2vz0(Ωy +ΩM)− x0Ωy
2 (3)

+(x0 − xM)(ΩM
2 +(ΩM −ΩI)

2)] (4)

where x0 is the initial distance of atoms to the satellite center

of mass, xM is the distance of the center of rotation of the mir-

ror to the satellite center of mass, Ωy is the angular velocity of

the satellite around the cross-track axis with respect to the inertial

frame, ΩM and ΩI are the angular velocities of the mirror and in-

coming laser beam, with respect to the satellite body-fixed frame,

and vz0 is the initial velocity of atoms in the radial direction and in

the satellite frame.

The rotational phase shift could add extremely large errors to

the measurements of the quantum sensor if they are not properly

compensated. Different approaches have been proposed to com-

pensate for the rotation effect. The impact of the main rotation due

to the orbital frequency can be compensated by counter-rotating

the Raman wave vector with a fixed rate; Trimeche et al. [see e. g.,

2019, for a nadir pointing gradiometer]. This approach would not

compensate for the residual rotation error.

In another approach, a high-performance onboard gyroscope

can be used to measure the satellite rotation at each instant in

time and cancel its contribution to the phase shift by an active

Raman mirror rotating against the rotation rate of the satellite Lan

et al. [2012], Migliaccio et al. [2019]. In this scenario, the incoming

laser is assumed to be fixed in the body frame of the satellite and

has a rotation rate identical to that of the satellite, therefore

ΩM =−Ωy and (5)

ΩI = 0. (6)

We also assume that the center of rotation of the mirror is the

same as the center of mass of the satellite (xM = 0). With these

assumptions, Eq. (3) becomes

∆Φ = 2keffT
2[ax + x0Ωy

2]. (7)

The term x0Ωy
2 would be the remaining term which could induce a

bias in the measurements of the CAI accelerometer. We need to

stress that apart from the remaining term, the phase shift contains

residual terms related to the difference between the rotation rate

of the mirror and the satellite rotation rate due to imperfect calibra-

tion and noise in the rotation sensors and actuators. Furthermore,

there are smaller rotation components around the other axes in

addition to the main rotation of the satellite around the cross-track

axis. These residual terms would also result in additional phase

shift components. For a comprehensive and accurate modeling,

these residual terms are also accounted for in this study.

The third approach considered in this study is the counter-

rotation of the entire quantum sensor. This approach would be

technically challenging. Nevertheless, we investigated it and com-

pared the performance of the quantum sensor when different rota-

tion compensation techniques were applied. The assumption for

this approach is:

ΩM = ΩI =−Ωy. (8)

With this assumption, Eq. (3) will become

∆Φ = 2keffT
2[ax − xMΩM

2], (9)

which means that, if the center of rotation of the Raman mirror is

the same as the satellite center of mass (xM = 0), there would be

no remaining term. Please note that similar to the previous case,

the phase shift contains residual terms related to the difference

between the rotation rate of the mirror and the satellite rotation

rate due to imperfect calibration and noise in the rotation sensors

and actuators. However, these residual terms are negligible.

2.4 CAI Accelerometer Noise Model

In this study, we consider a full noise model that includes all the

major noise sources that affect the measured phase shift. In

section 2.3, we discussed the environmental noises that impact

the CAI accelerometer measurements. Below, we discuss the

quantum and instrumental errors that are modelled in this study:
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Frequency noise of the master Raman laser (σφ ) While the

noise in the phase difference between the lasers does not impact

the sensitivity of the measurement in the double diffraction mode

Lévèque et al. [2009], the frequency noise of the master Raman

laser does Le Gouët et al. [2007]. We assume here a white noise

for the master Raman laser frequency. This noise contribution

then scales inversely to the duration of the Raman pulses and

proportionally to the distance to the mirror Le Gouët et al. [2007].

Wavefront aberrations noise Wavefront aberrations induce

noise in the interferometer phase Louchet-Chauvet et al. [2011]

that originates from the motion of the atoms in the distorted phase

profile of the Raman laser beams. Generally speaking, this noise

gets lower with a flatter Raman mirror, with a lower atomic tem-

perature, and with a shorter interrogation time. It fluctuates with

the initial position and velocity of the atomic source with respect

to the laser beam, adding noise to the measurement.

Detection noise (σp) Detection noise has two components:

Quantum projection noise (QPN), which is the quantum stand-

ard limit in quantum inertial sensors and clocks, and technical

noise (TN), which is an electronic noise on the measurement of

the number of atoms. Both QPN and TN get lower with a higher

number of atoms. TN also has a constant term, which is a contri-

bution independent of the number of atoms. So one has

σP
2(QPN) =

P(1−P)
N

, (10)

σP
2(T N) =

P2σN2
2 +(1−P)2

σN1
2

N2 +σP
2(∞), (11)

σP
2(DET ) = σP

2(QPN)+σP
2(T N). (12)

where, σP
2(QPN) and σP

2(T N) and σP
2(DET ) are the vari-

ances of the transition probability due to the QPN, TN and total de-

tection noise respectively σNi is the electronic noise on the meas-

urement of the number of atoms in the i-th port and σP
2(∞) is a

contribution independent of the number of atoms. The latest is

the dominating factor at a very large number of atoms. It is re-

lated to the frequency/intensity noise of the detection laser and to

the normalisation noise.

Contrast loss Loss of contrast in the atom interferometer res-

ults in a loss of sensitivity in the measurement of the phase shift. It

has two main sources. The first is the inhomogeneity of the laser

intensity experienced by the atoms. Since the atomic cloud has

a finite size and residual expansion, laser intensity inhomogen-

eity across the atomic cloud leads to coupling inhomogeneities,

which induce losses in the number of atoms and in contrast. The

second source is Coriolis acceleration, which leads to inhomogen-

eous dephasing due to the finite temperature of the atomic cloud.

Averaging the Coriolis acceleration over the velocity distribution

then leads to a loss of contrast.

The loss of contrast due to the laser intensity inhomogeneity

gets lower with lower atomic temperatures and shorter interroga-

tion times. It also gets lower with higher laser waists. The loss

due to Coriolis acceleration gets lower with lower angular velocit-

ies, shorter interrogation times, and lower temperatures (T0).

3 Sensitivity Analysis

3.1 Sensitivity to the Positioning and Rotation

It will be shown later that the rotational phase shift can wash out

the contrast if not properly compensated (see Fig. 2). In section

2.3, we discussed three possible approaches to physically com-

pensate for the rotation of the satellite. In this section, we discuss

the impact of the rotation compensation method used together

with the effects of the positioning of the CAI accelerometer inside

the satellite frame, on the measurement noise.

First, we assume that the CAI accelerometer is positioned in

front of the E-ACC on the along-track axis of the satellite. This is

a default position, actually considered in some studies Abrykosov

et al. [2019], Zahzam et al. [2022]. We then study the three pos-

sible methods for the compensation of the rotation when the CAI

accelerometer is placed in this position. We also try another pos-

sible configuration, in which we consider the CAI to be positioned

on the cross-track axis of the satellite. There, the sensitivity axis

would still be parallel to the along-track axis (see Fig. 1). Then,

we investigate the impact of rotation when using active counter-

rotating Raman mirrors. In this study, we do not consider a config-

uration similar to Fig. 1-b since it shows the worse result coming

mostly due to the impact of the radial gravity gradient.

Our simulations show that an error in the atomic cloud’s ini-

tial positioning, combined with the uncompensated rotation rate,

could result in an additional uncompensated centrifugal accelera-

tion, causing noise in the measurements. This additional random

noise would be one of the largest noise sources, especially in the

5



Figure 1: Positioning of the CAI accelerometer inside the satellite frame considering that the E-ACC is in the center of mass; a:

The CAI accelerometer is placed on the along-track axis of the satellite with a displacement from the center of mass; b: The CAI

accelerometer is placed on the radial axis of the satellite with a displacement from the center of mass; c: CAI accelerometer is

placed on the cross-track axis of the satellite with a displacement from the center of mass; In all positions, the sensitivity axis of

the CAI accelerometer is parallel with the along-track axis of the satellite. Only the along-track component of the non-gravitational

accelerations, which is parallel with the sensitivity axis of the CAI accelerometer, is shown.

case of rotation compensation using counter-rotating Raman mir-

rors.

Figure 2 compares the impact of different assumptions for the

rotation compensation for a state-of-the-art CAI accelerometer, in-

dicating the importance of a proper rotation compensation tech-

nique. For the sake of simplicity, we will only consider the domin-

ant rotation around the cross-track axis in the following discussion.

However, the rotation rates around the other two axes, although

much smaller, also result in additional terms for the Coriolis, cent-

rifugal, and Euler accelerations and, thus, additional phase shifts.

These additional error terms will be fully considered in the model-

ing of the CAI accelerometer noise.

3.2 Sensitivity to the Atomic Temperatures

The temperature of the atoms plays an important role in the per-

formance of the CAI accelerometer measurements. Figure 3

shows the contrast loss due to the Coriolis effect as a function

of the rotation rate, for different temperatures and for an interfer-

ometer duration of 2T = 10s. For temperatures in the nK range,

uncompensated rotations of the order of a few µrad/s would lead

to a significant loss of contrast. Reducing the temperature further

down, into to the pK, mitigates this effect.

Figure 4 illustrates the impact of laser intensity inhomogen-

eity by displaying the evolution of the contrast with laser waist for

different temperatures. One can notice that increasing the laser

waist is an efficient way to reduce contrast loss.

3.3 Sensitivity to the Interrogation Time

The interrogation time of the CAI accelerometer is a key para-

meter in the search for its optimal performance. On one hand,

based on Eq. (1), one expects a larger scale factor, and thus a

higher measurement sensitivity. On the other hand, some com-

ponents of the instrumental noise and errors, e. g., wavefront ab-

erration and loss of contrast, get larger when increasing the in-

terrogation time. Whether the performance would be better when

increasing the interrogation time depends on the assumptions for

the instrument parameters, rotation compensation, and satellite

orbit. In practice, there will be an optimal interrogation time for

each set of assumptions.

3.4 Sensitivity to the Number of Atoms

Figure 5 shows the impact of increasing the number of atoms on

the different components of the detection noise. One can see that

6



Figure 2: Amplitude spectral density for the CAI accelerometer

measurement noise in the state-of-the-art scenario as defined in

section 4.1; Different colours represent different assumptions on

the rotation compensation method of the CAI accelerometer. All

curves are produced with the assumption that the CAI accelero-

meter is placed on the along-track axis of the satellite and in front

of the E-ACC. In all scenarios, the sensitivity axis of the CAI ac-

celerometer is assumed to be parallel with the along-track axis.

a higher number of atoms can reduce both QPN and TN. With

the current number of atoms in the CAI accelerometers based

on the state-of-the-art technology (see table 1), the total detec-

tion noise is around 1×10−11 m/s2/
√

Hz, which is more than one

order lower than the other contributions of noise we have con-

sidered in the state-of-the-art scenario (see Figs. 6 and 8). This

noise level is also close to the other noise contributions in the

near-future scenario. Therefore, we only consider a factor 2 im-

provement in the number of atoms for the near-future scenario.

Far-future atom interferometry will reach a level of sensitiv-

ity better than 1×10−11 m/s2/
√

Hz, and then, it would be ne-

cessary to improve the QPN in order to achieve better sensitiv-

ities. Improving the QPN limited sensitivity by increasing the num-

ber of atoms could be an option for far-future missions. How-

ever, the gain in sensitivity only scales as the square root of

the atom number. Pioneering experiments on producing spin-

squeezed states of atoms have shown a path toward preparing

a state with large spin alignment and noise below the QPN level

Anders et al. [2021], Greve et al. [2022]. Therefore, a more suit-

able strategy for far-future missions could be implementing spin-

squeezing techniques to overcome the standard quantum limit

Figure 3: Contrast loss due to the Coriolis effect as a function of

the uncompensated rotation rate of the satellite; Different colours

represent different atomic temperatures

Gross et al. [2010], Hosten et al. [2016].

4 In-Orbit Performance Evaluation of CAI Accel-

erometry

4.1 State-of-the-art atom interferometry in space

We define the state-of-the-art CAI accelerometer in space as the

quantum sensor that can be built with the currently available tech-

nology. The assumptions used for this scenario are briefly shown

in table 1.

Figure 6 shows the noise of the state-of-the-art sensor with

10s interferometry duration in the frequency domain and com-

pares the impact of different assumptions on the positioning and

rotation compensation techniques on the noise level. Note that

the counter-rotation of the whole quantum sensor would be tech-

nically challenging for the state-of-the-art scenario. We only show

these plots to compare different rotation compensation methods.

It is also important to take into account that in all these ap-

proaches, the sensitivity axis of the CAI accelerometer is still par-

allel to the along-track axis of the satellite and only the position

of the CAI accelerometer inside the satellite is changed. The mo-

tivation for keeping the sensitivity axis along-track is that the non-

gravitational acceleration in the along-track axis is the most critical

component for a GRACE-like mission, i.e. the acceleration of the

satellite along this direction directly impacts the determination of
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Figure 4: Contrast loss due to laser intensity inhomogeneity of an

atom interferometer as a function of laser waist. Different colours

represent different atomic temperatures.

the gravity field.

The green curve in Fig. 6 shows the case where the CAI ac-

celerometer is placed on the along-track axis of the satellite with

a displacement from the center of mass (due to the positioning of

E-ACC in the center of mass). According to Eq. (7), not rotating

the whole sensor, in this case, would result in a remaining term

x0Ωy
2 which could cause a measurement bias. This term can, in

principle, be mathematically corrected with proper knowledge of

the rotational rates and the non-gravitational accelerations.

Figure 7 shows an example of this bias before and after the

mathematical correction. Our simulations show that the bias can

be removed by two orders of magnitude, providing that a gyro with

the accuracy presented in table 1 exists. For all curves in Fig. 2

and Fig. 6, the mathematical correction is already applied.

Our simulations show that for the atom interferometry in space

based on state-of-the-art technology, the optional interferometer

duration (2T ) would be between 5 to 10s, with 2T = 5s leading

to slightly improved results. For near-future atom interferometry,

2T = 10s would lead to the best performance. For the far-future

scenario, it would be possible to increase the interrogation time

even more. We demonstrate that an interferometer duration of

(2T ) of 20s leads to considerably improved results.

Improving quantum accelerometers beyond their current lim-

its is a current challenge being tackled by a number of research

groups worldwide. This gives way to the following prospective

scenarios for future gravity missions with on-board quantum ac-

Figure 5: Sensitivity of the detection noise to the number of atoms;

Green: Quantum projection noise; Blue: technical noise; Yellow:

total detection noise.

celerometers.

We first define a "near-future" scenario with improvements ex-

pected in the next 5-10 years. We then define a "far-future" scen-

ario for expected improvements in the next 10-20 years.

4.2 Future Advances in Atom Interferometry in Space

Intense research efforts are being made on scientific and engin-

eering aspects to advance atom interferometry. All those aspects

are important for atom interferometry. However, the question

arises which aspects should be improved first or later to achieve

maximum efficiency at each future period. The answer to this

question would allow establishing a roadmap for future develop-

ments of quantum sensors for satellite gravity missions by improv-

ing the most impactful parameters.

QPN acts as a natural noise limit for atom interferometry. For

the near-future scenario, our strategy is to try to reduce other er-

ror sources down to the QPN level and find a path for future ad-

vances in atom interferometry, which optimizes the efforts. We

would need a roadmap that both considers the impact on the per-

formance of the CAI sensor and the technical limits. Table 1 is

created using this strategy and shows the assumptions for differ-

ent mission scenarios.

As shown in Fig. 8, the state-of-the-art scenario is limited

by the contrast loss due to the laser intensity inhomogeneity

and wavefront aberration noise. It is also considerably limited

by the Coriolis and centrifugal accelerations caused by the un-

8



Figure 6: Amplitude spectral density for the CAI accelerometer

measurement noise in the state-of-the-art scenario as defined in

section 4.1. Different colours represent different assumptions on

the positioning and rotation compensation method of the CAI ac-

celerometer. In all scenarios, the sensitivity axis of the CAI accel-

erometer is assumed to be parallel with the along-track axis.

compensated part of the rotation rate. QPN is a negligible noise

source in this scenario. Going to the near-future scenario on the

same figure, we notice that by the improvements suggested in

table 1, all the noise sources have reduced to the level of QPN.

Figure 2 shows the impact of different rotation compensa-

tion methods for the CAI accelerometer based on state-of-the-

art technology. Without rotation compensation, the loss of con-

trast would limit the maximum interrogation time to a few hun-

dred milliseconds only, so counter-rotation of the mirror is mandat-

ory for performing acceleration measurements. With a fixed-rate

counter-rotating Raman mirror, though the contrast would remain

larger than 50% at all times, the acceleration noise would remain

limited by fluctuations of the residual Coriolis and centrifugal ac-

celerations to the 10−8 m.s−2/Hz1/2 level.

Better performances are met when actively compensating

the rotations. When counter-rotating the mirror actively with the

quantum accelerometer placed in front of the E-ACC on the along-

track axis of the satellite, there remains a bias in the measure-

ments though, fluctuating at the orbital frequency, related to the

term discussed above in Equation (7). While this term could, in

principle, be mathematically corrected for with proper knowledge

of the rotational rates and the non-gravitational accelerations (see

Fig. 7), it could also be eliminated by either counter-rotating the

Figure 7: Amplitude spectral density for the CAI accelerometer

measurement noise before and after the mathematical compens-

ations of the low-frequency bias. The CAI accelerometer is po-

sitioned on the long-track axis of the satellite and in front of the

E-ACC. The largest bias amplitude shows up at the orbital fre-

quency.

whole CAI sensor inside the satellite (see the blue curve in Fig. 6),

which would be technically very challenging, or more simply by

positioning the CAI sensor on the cross-track axis of the satellite

(the red curve in Fig. 6). Note that for all curves, the sensitiv-

ity axis of the CAI accelerometer is always assumed to be par-

allel with the along-track axis, and only the sensor’s position is

changed between the different scenarios.

While relatively small laser waists, in the range of 1.5mm to

6mm, can be sufficient for ground-based measurements Chiow

et al. [2011], Merlet et al. [2014], which motivated our choice of

6mm for the scenario based on state-of-the-art technology, we

consider here a relatively large laser waist of 20mm for the near-

future scenario. Reaching a Rabi frequency of 16 kHz at a Ra-

man detuning of 3.4GHz, which optimizes the performance of the

double-diffraction interferometer, demands laser powers of about

100mW and 360mW per beam, which matches with the typical

powers achievable with current compact laser systems. There-

fore, we consider this laser waist for near-future mission scenario.

The required power scaling with the laser waist to the square, a

waist of 40mm would lead to powers of about 400mW and 1.44W,

which are more demanding in terms of technology. We have thus

considered these laser parameters for the far-future mission scen-

ario.
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Table 1: Assumptions for the CAI accelerometer on-board gravity missions

CAI accelerometer Near-future Far-future

Scenario based on CAI accelerometer CAI accelerometer

state-of-the-art technology in space in space

Expected time now next 5-10 years next 10-20 years

Laser Waist 6mm 20mm 40mm

Atomic temperature (T0) 100×10−12 K 10×10−12 K 1×10−12 K

Temperature stability 4×10−12 K 1×10−12 K 0.5×10−12 K

Number of atoms 5×105 1×106
1×107 or

106 and 10 db squeezing

Technical noise
1×10−4 1×10−4 1×10−5

constant term (σp(∞))

Rotation compensation Counter-rotating mirror
Counter-rotating mirror or Counter-rotating mirror or

counter-rotating CAI sensor counter-rotating CAI sensor

Initial positioning
1×10−4 m 1×10−4 to 1×10−5 m

a

1×10−5 to 1×10−6 m
b

of the atomic cloud

Transversal velocity
100×10−6ms−1 20×10−6 ms−1 5×10−6 ms−1

of the atomic cloud

Noise of gyro
6.6×10−7 rads−1 6.6×10−8 rads−1 6.6×10−9 rads−1

(white noise)

Noise of E-ACC
1×10−10 m/s2 1×10−11 m/s2 1×10−12 m/s2

(at higher frequencies)

Atomic flight time (2T ) 5 to 10 s 10 s 10 to 20 s

a In case of the counter-rotation of the whole CAI sensor, the accuracy of 1×10−4 m would be enough; otherwise, we would need a positioning accuracy of 1×10−5 m. b In

case of the counter-rotation of the whole CAI sensor, the accuracy of 1×10−5 m would be enough; otherwise, we would need a positioning accuracy of 1×10−6 m

As discussed, having an active rotation compensation method

(e. g., active counter-rotating mirrors) is necessary in order to

achieve a level of sensitivity close to the QPN level. For this, ac-

curate gyros are needed to provide information about the satel-

lite angular rate, cf. Table 1. For the state-of-the-art mission,

we assume gyros similar to the gyro of GRACE-FO satellites (see

Table 1). However, for the near-future and far-future mission scen-

arios, we assume gyros with noise performances of one and two

orders of magnitude better than the state-of-the-art ones.

As discussed in section 1, having in view a hybrid accelero-

meter configuration, we consider the integration of an electrostatic

accelerometer in parallel with the CAI accelerometer. To fully be-

nefit from such a hybrid configuration, the sensitivity floor of the

E-ACC at higher frequencies should be at the same level as the

CAI accelerometer. Therefore, for the near-future and far-future

mission scenarios, we assume an E-ACC one order and two or-

ders of magnitude more sensitive than the current state-of-the-art

E-ACCs.

The lowest atomic temperature demonstrated by now is

around 40 pK, achieved with the Delta kick method Deppner et al.

[2021], Xie et al. [2022]. We thus assume this temperature for

the state-of-the-art scenario. Based on the ongoing advances in

this field, an atomic temperature of 10 pK is considered for near-

future missions and an atomic temperature of 1 pK for far-future

10



Figure 8: Simulation of the noise time series for a CAI accelerometer based on state-of-the-art technology (top plot), and for a near-

future CAI accelerometer (bottom plot) for 1000 s. To compare the impact of different noise sources on the total noise, the components

of the noise are plotted separately; To avoid the impact of initial fluctuations on the CAI measurements, we start the simulations of the

CAI accelerometer after the stabilization of the satellite angular velocity (here, 8000 s after the start of the orbit propagation).

missions.

Based on the assumptions we consider for the near-future

mission scenario, all the instrumental and environmental noise

components reach a noise level close to QPN. Beyond this, the

only way to improve the CAI accelerometer would be to reduce the

QPN by increasing the number of atoms or implementing quantum

metrology protocols to bring down the detection noise below the

standard quantum limit, implementing quantum correlations in the

atomic source via spin-squeezing for instance. Therefore, for the

far-future scenario, we consider an order of magnitude improve-

ment in the detection noise variance, which we believe is within

reach.

We finally perform several simulation studies based on the

modeling explained in section 2 and based on the different sets

of assumptions that are shown in Table 1. Figures 9 and 10

show the estimated measurement noise of the near-future and

far-future quantum accelerometers with different assumptions for

the sensor.

While the difference between rotation compensation using

counter-rotating Raman mirrors and using the counter-rotation of

the whole quantum sensor is small for state-of-the-art missions

(see Fig. 6), these techniques could result in a difference of about

a factor of 3 or 4 in the noise level of the near and far future scen-

arios (see Fig. 9 and Fig. 10). A large part of this difference is a

direct result of an error in the initial positioning of the atomic cloud,

which causes a large uncompensated centrifugal acceleration for

the case we only rotate the Raman mirror (see Eq. (7)).

In the near future, it would be enough if the Raman mirror is

rotated against the satellite’s main rotation around the cross-track

axis. However, we found that for the far-future scenario, to com-
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Figure 9: Amplitude spectral density for the CAI accelerometer

measurement noise in the near-future scenario. Different colours

represent different assumptions on the positioning and the rota-

tion compensation method of the sensor.

pensate for the rotation to the required level, it would be necessary

to also rotate the Raman mirror against the smaller rotation rate

of the satellite around the radial axis.

While the optimal interferometry duration for the near-future

scenario is around 10s, for the far-future scenario, increasing the

interferometry duration beyond 10s would be possible. The op-

timal interferometry duration for this scenario is around 20s, which

results in a noise level lower than 1×10−12 m/s2/
√

Hz in case of

the counter-rotation of the whole sensor. For the case of counter-

rotation of the Raman mirror, increasing the interferometry dura-

tion beyond 10s would not improve the solution.

Figure 11 compares the amplitude spectral density of the CAI

accelerometer measurement noise for the different scenarios in

one plot considering the use of an active counter-rotating Raman

mirror and the positioning of the CAI accelerometer on the cross-

track axis of the satellite (see Fig. 1).

4.3 Ultra-Sensitive Atom Interferometry in Space

Since future space missions would require even more sensitive

absolute accelerometers, we discuss in this section the possibility

of pushing further down the sensitivity of quantum acceleromet-

ers. As discussed in section 2.2, the sensitivity of a quantum

accelerometer increases with a longer interrogation time, and be-

ing in space would allow to benefit from this. State-of-the-art

atom interferometry, still under development for space applica-

Figure 10: Amplitude spectral density for the CAI accelerometer

measurement noise in the far-future scenario; Different colours

represent different assumptions on the positioning and rotation

compensation method of the CAI accelerometer.

tions, is considering an interrogation time in the order of a couple

of seconds Lévèque et al. [2022], Beaufils et al. [2023], Zahzam

et al. [2022]. In this study, we have considered the state-of-the-art

and near-future quantum accelerometers to have interferometry

duration between 2T = 5 to 10s and for the far-future quantum

sensors, we show that we can reach an interferometry duration of

2T = 20s. But, with the advances that are expected in this field,

even longer interrogation times will be possible.

To have a quantum accelerometer with longer interrogation

times, one would need to consider that apart from getting lar-

ger signals, some components of the error (e.g. contrast loss)

would also get larger magnitudes. Really benefiting from longer

free flight times will demand to carefully limit these error sources.

Figure 12 displays the loss of contrast as a function of the un-

compensated part of the rotation for different interrogation times,

showing that the drop in contrast gets much higher with longer

interrogation times. Keeping a low contrast loss with high inter-

rogation time will thus demand extensive compensation of all ro-

tational effects. Longer interrogation times also lead to a larger

physical package size and will demand wider laser beams and

higher powers. They will also need improved mirrors in terms of

flatness to avoid the wavefront aberration noise from getting large

values.

Figure 13 compares the total measurement noise of CAI ac-

celerometers with different interrogation times in the frequency
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Figure 11: Comparison of the amplitude spectral densities for the

CAI accelerometer measurement noises in the state-of-the-art,

near future (in 5-10 years) and far-future (in 10-20 years) scen-

arios; For all scenarios active counter-rotating Raman mirrors are

assumed and the CAI accelerometer is positioned on the cross-

track axis of the satellite.

domain, assuming that all rotational effects are fully compensated.

Sensitivity levels down to 1×10−13 m/s2/
√

Hz could be reached,

extrapolating interferometer duration up to 60s. Increasing the in-

terferometry duration beyond this would result in a drop in the

sensitivity.

5 Conclusions

Quantum accelerometers are foreseen for future satellite grav-

ity missions. In this study, we develop a comprehensive in-orbit

performance model for a quantum accelerometer onboard future

gravity missions, in which we study the impact of various sources

of errors on the stability of cold atom interferometers. We investig-

ate their performance under different assumptions about the pos-

itioning and rotation compensation method, and we conclude that

without an active rotation compensation method which employs

an actuator to create a counter-rotation based on the gyro data at

each instant in time, the errors will be so large as to prohibit from

benefiting from the instrument.

We also show that in the scenario where the CAI accelero-

meter is placed on the along-track axis, and the rotation is com-

pensated by using an active counter-rotating Raman mirror, the

remaining part of the uncompensated rotation will cause a relat-

Figure 12: Long-interrogation-time atom interferometry in space;

In all cases, assumptions of the far-future atom interferometry in

space (see Table 1) are applied together with a longer interroga-

tion time

ively large bias in the CAI accelerometer measurements, com-

promising the ability of this instrument to act as an absolute iner-

tial instrument. In this scenario, a mathematical calculation and

correction of the bias based on the gyro data would reduce the

bias by about two orders of magnitude.

We found that the highest sensitivity is achieved by position-

ing the E-ACC in the center of mass and the CAI accelerometer

beside the E-ACC on the cross-track axis of the satellite. In this

scenario, having active counter-rotating Raman mirrors with the

rest of the instrument attached to the satellite frame would be suf-

ficient to compensate for the rotational effect. However, for the

near and far-future scenarios, counter-rotating the whole sensor

would result in factor 3 to 4 improvement in the noise level.

We also discuss current and future advances expected for

space-based atom interferometry and investigate their impact on

the performance of the CAI accelerometers in different scen-

arios. First, we consider atom interferometry based on state-

of-the-art technology, and we show that a stability level of

5×10−10 m/s2/
√

Hz can be achieved. The second scenario is a

near-future scenario, where we consider an improved quantum

accelerometer based on the technological progress expected

in the next 5 to 10 years. An expected sensitivity level of

1×10−11 m/s2/
√

Hz to 5×10−11 m/s2/
√

Hz is estimated depend-

ing on the rotation compensation method.

Then, we consider a far-future scenario and select it as the
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Figure 13: Long-interrogation-time atom interferometry in space.

In all cases, assumptions of the far-future atom interferometry are

applied with the difference of having longer interrogation times

and a comparable E-ACC in terms of accuracy in higher frequen-

cies. With higher interrogation time, the sensitivity of the instru-

ment will increase according to Eq. (1). However, there is also an

increase in several error sources (e.g. contrast loss due to the

Coriolis effect). The total noise level is calculated considering the

combination of all these effects.

most efficient quantum accelerometer achievable in the next 10

to 20 years, and we demonstrate that sensitivity in the order of

1×10−12m/s2/
√

Hz could be achieved in this scenario. The ma-

jor challenges in achieving this sensitivity would be, first, an accur-

ate rotation compensation by a more accurate initialization of the

atomic cloud and by employing improved gyros, E-ACC, and Ra-

man mirror actuators with respect to state-of-the-art technology.

The other challenge would be an increase in the number of atoms

in the atomic cloud to 107. This would be necessary to reduce the

quantum projection noise, which turns out to be critical at this level

of stability. An alternative approach would be to apply a squeezing

technique to reduce the QPN by the same magnitude.

Based on our simulation results, we provide a roadmap for ad-

vances in atom interferometry that would maximize the perform-

ance of future CAI accelerometers, taking into account possible

improvements as well as technical challenges. We conclude that

for each set of assumptions for the quantum sensor, there is an

optimal interrogation time. The optimal interferometry duration

are respectively 5 s, 10 s and 20 s for the state-of-the-art, near-

future and far-future scenarios. Finally, we discuss the possibility

and challenges of having ultra-sensitive atom interferometry for

future space missions by considering longer interrogation times in

space. Apart from its applications for future satellite gravimetry,

this ultra-sensitive quantum sensor could be very attractive for

space-based experiments of fundamental physics.
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